
00:09:17 duran: Credit card and all is set up.  I just got an error this last month when it failed and 

wondered if it was necessary when I got the email for ACBL with the charges. 

00:11:08 Michael Kruley: Are those afternoon games - local time or Eastern? 

00:11:19 Beth Carlson: And what is the extra charge? 

00:11:57 sterrac: The cost per is $5.10 for ACBLwide Senior Pairs and 5 

00:12:08 Bloomington/Normal DBC: Can you send something to the STaC Coordinators and 

District Presidents regarding the Royal STaCs? 

00:13:18 Kevin O'Brien: not just f2f, but also VACB 

00:14:54 duran: same answer as last month about N/18 

00:15:18 Richard: When can the STAC games be held 

00:16:59 Dot Boulia: I wish ACBL would not announce things in advance as they so frequently 

change before they are implemented.  Just create disappointment. 

00:17:08 Morris "Mojo" Jones: Question for the field: If a game starts at local 12:00 Noon, is 

that a Morning game or Afternoon session? 

00:17:24 Chris Wiegand: 12noon is considered afternoon 

00:18:05 george holmes: just got on -  when does the n/18 scores start to appear on ACBL live for 

clubs 

00:18:47 Legolas: when acbl gets it properly set up. and the answer is Not yet. 

00:19:00 Dot Boulia: You announced before that it would apply to special games… hope that 

turns out to be true. 

00:19:30 duran: my understanding is that any game that starts after 11:30 local time is an 

afternoon game. 

00:20:19 Sherrie Goodman: How often does the board meet? 

00:22:42 Tom: Why don't these special games run for a week or a month so everyone can 

participate? 

00:24:55 Ella: I only see messages 

00:24:58 Sherrie Goodman: I believe that special events planned for night games are a 

waste. 

00:25:51 Tom: Well if the club holds the game or not, what difference does it make? 



00:25:57 Sherrie Goodman: The boost program is paying off for our club. We have 60 new 

students in beginner bridge! 

00:26:13 Chris Wiegand: For education piece: Blakely is Blakely.Meyers@acbl.org and Stephanie 

is stephanie.threlkeld@acbl.org 

00:26:27 Duane Christensen: Where can you find results for the ACBL Wide International 

Fund game held on Saturday 4th? 

00:26:48 Tom: I got two from the FB ads.  Most game from Nextdoor and word of mouth 

00:27:30 Dot Boulia: When is the next Royal STaC? 

00:27:42 Cindy Stewart: Unless it is an ACBL membership game  - help a few times a year 

00:27:43 Chris Wiegand: Membership games require both members to be a member to give MPs 

but not the others 

00:27:44 Lori Moore: Unless they are playing in the ACBL membership game.  No points for 

either one 

00:28:25 Chris Wiegand: (one game per sanction, per year, for ACBL membership games you may 

run) 

00:28:32 sterrac: The results for The February 4 IFG#1  will be posted around February 20th. 

00:28:48 Rich Carle: Royal STaCs are scheduled by the sponsoring Unit, just like any other 

STaC 

00:29:24 Robert: how can I 'unregister' from a special game like acbl wide sr pairs?  I thought it 

was over 55 but being over 65, some of my players cannot play 

00:30:11 sterrac: Email me to cancel the ACBL-wide game Sherry.terraciano@acbl.org 

00:31:47 Dot Boulia: What happened to Lynn Chapin? 

00:32:15 Nick Weedman: And Greg? 

00:32:23 Bradley Bartol: Lynn is with family this evening 

00:32:27 suemanning: I believe she runs the VACB meetings but this is f2f 

00:33:00 Dot Boulia: Thanks.  Who runs F2F? 

00:33:16 suemanning: Sherry? 

00:33:43 suemanning: sterrac 



00:35:15 Tom: Maybe we can get a copy of the program and those of us with programming 

experience can see how hard it is to change the word from "downgraded" to "local" 

00:37:22 A. Marie Callbeck: Our club loves them! 

00:37:22 Sharon Ohsfeldt: Please publish the rules for the special memberships for new 

players. 

00:37:52 SteveK: Just make all of us happy by establishing that removing the ugly word 

"Downgraded" is a top priority! 

00:37:55 duran: I would like the rules for special memberships also. 

00:40:44 Bradley Bartol: There is lead time for publishing as well. 


